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Living Walls

At Maars, our fascination with the influence the interior environment can have 
on the human experience continues to grow. We have over our 75 years grown 
in our understanding about the effect of the spaces we create and in which 
people spend a huge proportion of their time. Can a hospital room contribute 
to faster recuperation? Can modular walls generate improved learning 
performance at schools? Maars has continued to engage and research with 
the end users and designers to influence and form the next iteration of our 
products. We believe we have opportunities which modular walls offer that can 
enable you to feel happier in your environment and get the best out of yourself. 
This can be achieved by smartly integrating acoustics, air, light, sound, colour 
and images. The use of the latest technologies creates innovative concepts 
which create a living environment in which you become inspired, perform 
better and feel happier. For example, Maars has put together a colour pallet 
for care, the so-called Healing Colours, which have been proven to contribute 
to recovery times. The Maars Living Walls interact with you and create the 
environment you need. To do so, we must look at colour, shape, detailing and 
use of materials, however unusual. Maars living walls are fully demountable 
and relocatable which means an easier more cost effective reconfiguration in 
the future and extends our products life cycle, it’s better for the environment 
and it’s better for your budget.

‘We create extra-ordinary modular walls. We were 
the first to explore re-usable, relocatable and fully 
demountable solutions and have continued to 
innovate. We inspire with dynamic colours within an 
almost  unlimited colour palette. We are changing  the 
appearance of the modern office landscape and we 
continue to push the limits of what is possible. We 
lead the industry in the use of demountable and fully 
relocatable systems which conserve the environment. 
We can reuse not replace, we limit waste . Discover 
our products and our pioneering ethos.’ 



Ultimate combination 
of style, visual 
accessibility, acoustic 
privacy and modular 
approach
Horizon is more than just an elegant glass partition 
system; it is also an economical solution for your 
working environment. The minimal profile height and 
seamless connection with other Maars solutions, 
create a high-quality transparent aesthetic. The 
uniform profile height, frames and wall joints are 
creating slim and continuous lines. In other words: a 
minimalist design with a high-quality finish. Moreover, 
the large variety and choice of doors gives form and 
character to accessibility. Horizon is a demountable, 
relocatable system which is quick to install, resulting 
in a flexible and sustainable system. Horizon literally 
and metaphorically broadens your horizons…



Unique profile properties

Acoustic sliding doors

Customised accessibility

The low profile height and seamless connection with the other Maars partitions mean 
you get the desired result in any surroundings. By applying several profile heights, this 
glass wall can also be used for floors with large tolerances.

• The profile height is 22 mm / 7/8”, smaller than a €1 coin 

• 35 mm / 1 3/8” is an option; combinations possible: 
 - 22 mm / 7/8” + 22 mm / 7/8” profile: +/- 4 mm / 3/16” 
- 22 mm / 7/8” + 35 mm / 1 3/8” profile: +/- 11 mm / 7/16” 
- 35 mm / 1 3/8” + 35 mm / 1 3/8” profile: +/- 18 mm / 11/16”

• 1 universal profile for several glass thicknesses

• Simple and fast assembly using 2 profiles

• All sides of the door are sealed

• Drop seal on bottom providing additional sound insulation

• Sound insulation up to 35 dB, an improvement of 15 dB compared to normal sliding 
doors

• Sound performance is third party certified

The slim door frame and the large variety of doors leads to suitable solutions for any 
interior setting. 

• Swing and sliding doors

 - Single or double swing 

  -  Sliding doors, optionally fitted with the ‘soft close’ mechanism

 - Glass doors

 - Solid steel or wooden doors

 - Combination doors: glazed/solid

• Choice of wall-high door frames or door frames with continuous glazing



Customised working 
environment  

Dimensions and acoustics

Glass properties

• Various profile finishes and colours, door systems and glass systems, 
including sand blasted manefestation and screening, ensure customised 
privacy and transparency.

• Maximum module width: 1200 mm / 3’ - 11 1/4”

 Non-standard dimensions and weights available on request

• Weighted sound insulation index complies with EN ISO 717-1

• Rw = up to 39dB / STC = up to 39dB

Maximum stability through large varieties of glass thicknesses.

•  Several glass thicknesses possible: 10 mm / 3/8”,  
12 mm / 1/2” and 16 mm / 5/8”

• Various finishes: sandblasting, foil and coatings

Seamless connection with other Maars Living Walls Perfect fit with other steel walls and doors 



Brushed and/or anodised aluminum

Profile finishing in 

several colours

Polished aluminum finishing 

Customisable 

Glass doorFramed glass doorPassagewaySliding door

Steel doorWooden door



Thinking of tomorrow

The welfare of people in any space is central to the Maars ethos. As 
such, Maars is constantly looking for sustainable and responsible 
solutions. New production techniques are sought out and studied. 
Reducing, reusing and recycling has become deeply rooted within 
the philosophy of the company. Maars understands that production 
always can and always must be done efficiently. For instance, 
we have made enormous progress with environmentally-friendly 
coatings, CO2-compensation and 5S ‘lean manufacturing’. Maars 
can also contribute to a higher BREEAM and LEED score. In order 
to be able to fully control our own quality, environmental and 
health & safety policies, Maars has set up an integrated operational 
management system within which all critical processes, in terms of 
quality, environment and safety, are assured. 

This approach has won broad recognition and Maars is ISO-
9001, ISO-14001 certified as is its UK dealer partner Tsunami-
Axis. By scrutinising the entire production process, we are now 
able to produce more efficiently and continue to reduce energy 
consumption. A notable example is the fact that our process water 
is purified ‘in house’.

Maars’ continuous commitment towards innovation and our belief 
that today’s products are the raw materials for tomorrow has been 
awarded with a Cradle to Cradle Bronze certificate* for all our wall 
systems.

‘We are sustainable. We build from beautiful, natural 

products. We can  be reused in the future. When we 

reuse we are custodians of the future.’
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